Envisioning the future of business education

Students at the James F. Dicke College of Business Administration are not only prepared for the jobs of today, but they are equipped for the jobs of tomorrow.

To help students become prepared the College utilizes a proven formula: real world business experience via experiential learning, study abroad, preparation for employment, targeted internships and service through business. As a result, nearly 100 percent of graduates find employment within six months of graduation in their field.

We need you to help build upon this success and propel the College of Business to be a top-tier destination for students across the nation.

Through the Forward Together campaign at ONU, you can help students reach beyond their expectations, attain their dreams and lead our communities forward.

Our Mission Statement

The James F. Dicke College of Business Administration engages students in high-impact learning experiences to develop professional leaders with an ethical, analytical and global mindset.
SUPPORT THAT HAS IMPACT

You can help ensure generations of future Polar Bears can benefit from the Ohio Northern University experience.

HOW CAN YOU HELP?

INVEST IN STUDENT SCHOLARSHIPS
You can encourage and reward students in their journey by funding scholarships at the College of Business. Among the many scholarships that are powered by donors, two stand out as priorities for the college:

- **Leadership Scholarships** provide assistance to students who have demonstrated leadership potential through their involvement across campus.
- **Diversity Scholarships** will help attract and recruit talented students from diverse backgrounds, strengthening our campus community and enriching ONU’s educational experience.

INVEST IN TEACHING AND LEARNING EXCELLENCE
You can recognize and honor faculty members by supporting awards and endowed positions that will sustain the College of Business’ culture of service to the student body.

- **Endowed professorships** ensure ONU can recruit and retain dynamic professors who will uphold the college’s traditions of teaching excellence and academic innovation.
- **Faculty awards** for outstanding scholarship, teaching excellence and service emphasize the core values of ONU. These funds reward faculty members for their efforts to encourage and guide students to achieve their greatest potential.

INVEST IN FACILITIES FOR THE FUTURE
You can provide dynamic renovations to our learning spaces. The classroom and meeting spaces need to evolve and change to incorporate the latest teaching methods, software and tools. This exposes students to the environment and methods of their future employers. Through these updates they will be able to walk into any work environment with confidence.

BUSINESS STUDENT SUPPORT FUND
Students in the Dicke College of Business learn just as much outside the classroom as they do inside. High impact experiences like study abroad, professional conferences, business competitions, firm visits and more give them an edge. Support for the **Business Student Support Fund** provides the college with annual discretionary funding for emerging needs and opportunities that enhance the student experience.

FOR MORE INFORMATION ON SUPPORTING THE JAMES F. DICKE COLLEGE OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, CONTACT:

John C. Navin
Dean of the James F. Dicke College of Business Administration
j-navin@onu.edu
419-772-2707

Beau Slater
Director of Development for the James F. Dicke College of Business Administration
b-slater.1@onu.edu
419-772-4022

[onu.edu/give]